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Euro rack

INTRODUCTION
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T h e so l u ti o n
REA plastic storage systems offer efficient solutions for every storage space. The modular system ensures optimum use of
space in cold-rooms, deep-freeze units (down to -40°C) dry goods storage and production areas.

A p p l i c a ti o n s
All food sector industries, supermarkets, hotels, restaurants, catering establishments, hospitals, public care institutions,
rehabilitation centres, laundries, shipping, laboratories, swimming pools and leisure centres.

Leisure applications
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Euro racks > the original storage system
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Maritime racks > specific applications for shipping
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Gastro racks > the storage system with removable grilles
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Container, tray and canteen trolleys > bin, dish, plate and basket mobiles
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Work tables > numerous modules available
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Specials > special format
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Product groups

Specials
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T h e materi a l
REA systems are manufactured from high-grade synthetic material, which is suitable for high care heavy-duty applications with
temperature capabilities of between -40°C to +80°C. The plastic used does not corrode, is cadmium-free, rust and damp-resistant
and totally approved suitable for food use. The material has a smooth surface, which is very easy to clean. All the above
characteristics ensure an exceptional performance with a long life span.

D i me n si o n s
REA plastic storage systems are available in a wide range of sizes with no height restrictions. Besides the extensive standard
range, many variable expansion features are possible to handle that special requested application. All types of product groups
can be made to measure. Automated methods of production allows products to be manufactured at standard economy prices
without longer delivery times.

E as y to as s e mble
Assembly is simplicity itself, without any special skills or tools,
one person can assemble the REA system rack in just a few minutes,
ready for instant use.
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M o b ile
requirement, several castor types are available. Euro racks are usually fitted
with stainless steel housings with nylon wheels. Gastro racks, trolleys and
workstations are fitted with plastic castors and low noise wheels with
non-marking surface. The swivel castors are available with or without a brake.
Castor requirements can always be met to suit your needs. Rubber buffers
are optional for units where walls and skirting damage is to be avoided.

A v a ilable colours
REA plastic storage systems are available in two colour options.
Classic style is the standard format which has blue/green tube extrusions
with red end caps. Design style has grey end caps and highlights.

■

Classic

■
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All units can be supplied on wheels. Depending on application and

Design
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O riginal Dutch De s ign
REA plastic storage systems never cease to satisfy the user.
The indestructible reliability has been proven for more than 40 years.
The characteristic colours and the REA quality label will help you recognize
the unique brand.

H A CCP
Plastic is easy to clean and does not corrode. REA plastic storage systems are
the perfect answer to HACCP demands.

I S O and TÜV
REA’s quotation, order and production process, as well as
logistics, are all performed in accordance with ISO 9001
quality assurance control system. In addition to REA’s quality
stamp, the TÜV certificate provides an additional guarantee for
proven reliability and safety.

■

durable
all plastic
flexible design
easy assembly
efficient
optimum use of space
easy to clean
hygienic
■
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P e rs onal advice
REA has a creative, efficient and economic solution for every storage situation.
Your requirements are what count. Personal advice combined with fast and
reliable service is of top priority at REA.

A good inve s tme nt
Quality, creativity, flexibility, functionality and durability form the foundation
of REA’s success. These qualities combined with attractive pricing, ensure that
you are making a good investment.
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LEISURE
With experience in the food sector, REA also has developed a range of products for the leisure industry. Storage products
for swimming pools, sports facilities, fitness and rehabilitation units are widely used. A separate product range brochure is
available with more information about specific features.
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EURO RACKS
REA Euro racks have developed from the original success in design for
plastic storage racks. A continuous process of modifications and enhancements has
led to the current version of the Euro rack. It’s a strong, sturdy and stable storage
system designed for a long life. The load bearing capacity per running meter is 200 kg.
If necessary, the load bearing capacity can be increased by adding further posts.
If the system is used for light storage, fewer posts will suffice. Euro racks can be made
to measure. This means they are extremely functional within the constraints of the
given space. The racks are ideal for use in cold storage, deep-freeze, pickling rooms,
(bulk)dry goods storage, kitchens and laundries.
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C o nve nie nt to us e
Euro racks are very convenient to use. Assembling the racks is simple and
very quick. Space-saving corner structures are available in 3 different versions.
Each corner structure provides adequate access to the racks and ensures
maximum use of the corners; a necessity in small store-rooms.
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S af e s torage
Smooth, splinter-free and rounded shelves prevent
damage to products and packaging.
Storage is always safe. Removable plastic shelf covers
can be fitted easily on the shelves for safe storage
of bottles and small products and to prevent leakage
to lower shelves.

Hygie ne
The plastic material can be cleaned easily and
is extremely hygienic; it conforms fully with
HACCP guidelines.
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OPTIONS

Mobile

■

Dunnage rack

■

Rubber buffer

■

Adjustable foot

■

Protective frame

■

Top set

■

Shelf cover

■

Info strip
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MARITIME RACKS

REA Maritime racks are designed for use in a ship’s store room, where control of goods in storm conditions is essential.
The same principle as the Euro rack applies, but the racks are fitted with a storm rail which can be removed for access and
removal of goods. The racks are light weighted, but at the same time strong, sturdy and stable. They can be fixed to the wall
with plastic brackets. An optional sturdy adjustable foot is available. All of the above detailed features ensure protection of
goods with safety in mind.

12
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GASTRO RACKS
The main feature of REA Gastro racks is the advantage of the removable shelf grilles, which can easily
be placed in the dish washer for thorough cleaning during the daily washing routine. Therefore they
are ideal for industrial kitchens, hotels, restaurants and catering facilities. This sturdy system has a
stylish and unique design that guarantees quality and durability. Ventilation holes in the grilles increase
air circulation, which means that Gastro racks are also suitable for use in cold storage and deep-freeze
rooms. The grilles are available in two sizes for optimum flexibility. The load bearing capacity per
running meter is 120 kg. If necessary, the load bearing capacity of Gastro racks can be increased by
adding further posts.
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E asy to u se
Gastro racks are extremely practical and easy to use. Assembling the racks is
simple and very quick. A space-saving corner structure ensures easy access and
maximum use of the corner space. If you remove the grilles, you can use
Gastronorm bins and trays.

REA PLASTIC STORAGE SYSTEMS

Hygienic
The synthetic material is easy to clean and conforms with the hygiene guidelines
of HACPP.
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CONTAINER, TRAY AND
CANTEEN TROLLEYS
REA trolleys are ideal general canteen equipment, which works well to
achieve the neat storage of bins, trays, baskets, service trays and plates.
The well-known bin and tray sizes Euronorm and Gastronorm are standard
models in REA’s range of trolleys. Custom sizes can also be supplied.
The trolleys will be delivered in fixed format for immediate use.

Othe r f ormats are available
A wide range of standard trolleys is available. They all come with
many innovative features. The number of rails and the height between
them can be determined in advance. Bins with different heights can be
combined in a single trolley as desired. Multiple linked versions are
available to provide operational flexibility.
Euro and Gastro racks can be linked if necessary. Trolleys are also
available in static form if required.
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A food grade work surface can be fitted at the
desired height to create a handy preparation table,
where miscellaneous tasks can be performed.
Ingredients, utensils or kitchenware can be stored
in the bins below the worktop for immediate use.
Special custom trolleys and preparation tables can
be produced for any combination of containers.
Being automatically machine manufactured, size
variations can be produced fast and economically.

Hygiene
The plastic used for the products in this group
can also be cleaned thoroughly and easily.
(HACCP guideline)
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WORK TABLES
Plastic work tables highlight yet again the
flexibility of REA products. The tables,
which are static, mobile or semi-mobile,
can be made to measure and provided with
a plastic or stainless steel working surface.
REA tables are available with a wide range
of features.
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SPECIALS
The REA system offers a variety of features
and dimensions. The selected special format
shows this unique flexibility.
New special versions can be seen on
our website, www.rea.nl, which is
updated regularly.
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REA Industrie en Handelsonderneming B.V.
Van Leeuwenhoekweg 28, 5482 TK Schijndel Holland
P.O. Box 225, 5480 AE Schijndel Holland
Tel.: +31 (0)73 543 12 34 • Fax: +31 (0)73 543 12 33
E-mail: info@rea.nl • Internet: www.rea.nl

